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Introduction

 Rape
 Kinds of rape
 Forensic Evidence

 Sex is not simple
 “Homosexual homicides”





Definition of Rape

 Forced sexual intercourse
 Forced sexual assault
 Sexual intercourse between an adult and a minor

 There is a difference in power between the participants
 Rape variants

 Gang rape
 Date rape
 Chemically assisted rape
 Marital rape



Who Rapes Whom?

 Males can rape
 Males
 Females

 Females can rape
 Males
 Females

 Majority is male perpetrated, but statistics are 
difficult to determine.



Mountng Primate Behaviour

 Fuck You!
 [I am able to]

 Species
 Baboons, other monkeys

 Dominance hierarchy





Rape in Marriage

 Old definition
 Having sexual relations with someone “not a 

spouse”
 Spouse as property
 Prevent rape charges in divorce

 Now
 Having sexual relations with someone who doesn’t 

want to.



Consent

 Implicit consent
 Go to Dentist’s office, sit in the chair
 Stay when it’s obvious that something sexual will happen

 Express consent
 Verbally express consent to activity

 Informed consent
 How to get consent for a medical procedure

 Explain the risks and benefits

 Antioch—sexual relations policy



People Who Cannot Consent
 Children

 Below age of consent 14-16 depending
 Greater than four year age difference

 Impaired
 Drugs
 Alcohol
 Mental illness

 Power imbalance
 Employees
 Students
 Prisoners



Odd Cases

 Woman with dissociative identity disorder
 “Multiple Personality”

 One consented to sexual activity
 Not primary personality
 Successfully prosecuted partner

 WI law prohibits having sex with mentally ill
 Unable to consent (1990)



Specific Power Imbalances

 Child under 12
 Automatic life sentence without parole

 Student-Teacher
 Illegal even if student is over age of consent

 High school

 Corrections officer-Inmate
 Can’t say no



Ado Annie



Basis of Rape

 Power and Control
 Sex used as a weapon

 Rapists are not “oversexed”
 Are in relationships
 Regular sexual activity

 “Power rush when rapists realize they have total 
physical control over someone weaker; that joy at 
degrading and terrorizing another human being for the 
sexually expressed thrill of it.”—Alice Vachss



Groth Typology

 American clinical psychologist 
 study of over 500 rapists
 Crime that satisfies perpetrator’s emotional needs.
 Rape itself serves a number of psychological needs 

and purposes (motives) for the offender



Types of Rape
 Power Reassurance: 

 Underlying lack of confidence and inadequacy, 
 Belief that the offense is consensual, 
 Expressed through minimal force and low confidence; 

 Power Assertive: 
 Underlying lack of confidence and inadequacy
 Expressed through a need for control, mastery, and humiliation 
 Demonstrating authority; 

 Anger Retaliatory: 
 Great deal of rage, 
 Specific person, group, institution or a symbol

 Sadistic: 
 Sexual gratification from victim pain and suffering; 

 Opportunistic: 
 Out to satisfy immediate sexual impulses. 



Power Reassurance Rape
 He lacks the self-confidence and interpersonal skills
 He is passive and nonathletic.
 He lives or works near his victim, 

 peeping 
 stalking. 

 Breaks in for assault
 Minimal force 

 Weapon threat
 May not have one

 He fantasizes that he is his victim's lover so he may ask her to disrobe or to 
wear a negligee and he will kiss her and engage in foreplay. 

 The power-reassurance type accounts for 21 percent of rapists. 
 Least violent type of rapist
 Does not intent harm or murder
 Can happen when things get out of control.



Power Assertive Rapist
 Athletic

 Macho self image
 Target of opportunity
 Bars or nightclubs
 Pose as policeman or repairman
 44 percent of rapes 
 Physically aggressive

 Force to control
 Not intend murder
 Can get out of hand
 More self-control 



Anger Retaliatory Rapist

 Animosity towards women
 Inadequacy
 Degrade women

 Substance abuser
 Poor impulse control

 Explosive temper
 Target of opportunity. 
 He attacks spontaneously 
 Brutalizes the woman into submission. 
 30%



Sadistic Rape
 Derives sexual gratification from inflicting pain
 Charming and intelligent. 
 Premeditated and rehearsed

 Souvenirs
 Diaries
 Replay crimes in mind
 May defend himself—get discovery

 5% 
 Criminally sophisticated 
 Pure power and control
 Violate inhibitory wrapping. 



Opportunistic Rape

 Antisocial personality
 Poor intelligence

 Committing another crime
 Burglary

 “Why not?”
 Only rape with sexual motive



Types of Victims

 Low Risk
 Personal, professional, social situation

 Medium Risk
 One or two higher risk situations
 Employment, living situation, lifestyle (dates)
 Circumstances (car breaks down)

 High Risk
 Consistently exposed to danger
 Prostitutes, escorts, hitchhikers, location, 



Date/Acquaintance Rape

 Sexual assault 
 psychologically pressured, drugged or sedated 

 Often involves a dating couple
 Adulterate drinks
 Ply with drinks
 Marijuana 



Drinking and Consent

 Too drunk to drive
 Too drunk to have sex
 Burden is on the man

 Best to use caution
 Best not to get intimate too quickly
 Best to take responsibility for contraception



Date Rape Drugs

 Ethanol
 Drugs

 GHB
 Rohypnol
 Versed



Date Rape Drugs



Gang Rape

 Several persons force themselves on a victim
 Bonding ritual
 Something to prove





Pulling A Train

 Hell’s Angels
 “Pull the Angel train”

 Bonding ritual
 Status determines who goes first
 Homoerotic subtext



Rape in War

 Ethnic cleansing
 Destroy identity

 Emphasize powerlessness of victims
 Make up for the vagaries of military life





Abuse of Power

 Prisons
 Jobs
 Teachers
 Mentally ill





Prison Rape

 Situational homosexuality
 Power and control

 Mental illness
 Young offenders

 Juveniles are 5 times more likely to be sexually assaulted in adult 
rather than juvenile facilities

 First 48 hours of incarceration. 

 HIV and AIDS  

 Interracial character
 Divide and conquer strategy



Autoerotic Deaths

 Sexual gratification  
 Physical pleasure

 Euphoria due to anoxia

 Psychological pleasure
 Pain/pleasure
 Self destruction



Signs of Autoerotic Deaths

 Evidence of a physiological mechanism for 
obtaining or enhancing sexual arousal that 
provides a self-rescue mechanism or allows the 
victim to voluntarily discontinue its effect. 

 Reasonable expectation of privacy. 
 Evidence of solo sexual activity. 
 Evidence of sexual fantasy aids. 
 Evidence of prior dangerous autoerotic practice. 
 No apparent suicidal intent. 



Power Hydraulics
 We report two cases in which men used the hydraulic shovels on 

tractors to suspend themselves for masochistic sexual 
stimulation. One man developed a romantic attachment to a 
tractor, even giving it a name and writing poetry in its honor. He 
died accidentally while intentionally asphyxiating himself through 
suspension by the neck, leaving clues that he enjoyed perceptual 
distortions during asphyxiation. The other man engaged in sexual 
bondage and transvestic fetishism, but did not purposely 
asphyxiate himself. He died when accidentally pinned to the 
ground under a shovel after intentionally suspending himself by 
the ankles. We compare these cases with other autoerotic 
fatalities involving perceptual distortion, cross-dressing, 
machinery, and postural asphyxiation by chest compression. 





Love Bug

 Texas man
 Took off his clothes
 Chained himself to the rear bumper '68 VW Beetle
 Slowly drive around in circles

 Caught on the rear axle
 Dragged to his death





Incest 

 Sexual Activity with a blood relative
 Punished less harshly than child abuse
 Grown own victims
 Prevalence

 Unknown



Types of Incest

 Adult—child 
 Adult male—child male or female
 Adult female also exists

 Child—younger child
 Child—peer
 Adult—peer

 Vanishingly rare



Common Threads

 Mental Illness in families
 Substance abuse
 Adult parent or parents unavailable

 Physically or mentally

 Child takes on role of adult
 Caregiver
 Sexual partner



Defenses to Rape

 Alice Vachss—Special Victims Unit in Queens
 Three defenses to rape

 It never happened
 It was consensual
 It wasn’t the defendant
 “SODDI” Some Other Dude Did It



Not Consent

 “Please wear a condom.”
 No resistance in the face of threats
 Many myths and jokes

 Come out of a misogynistic attitude





Forensic Examination
 “Rape Kit” 
 External examination 

 Look for abrasions, contusions, lacerations
 Internal examination

 Again looking for abrasions, contusions, and lacerations
 Collection of forensic evidence

 Comb pubic hair
 Collect pubic hair
 Swabs

 DNA, Spermatozoa
 Sperm lasts days

 Condoms
 DNA Male inside, female inside







False Allegations

 They do occur
 Evaluate carefully
 Look for forensic evidence

 Spermatozoa
 Prostatic alkaline phosphatase



Why False Allegations?

 Avoid trouble
 Strict families

 Cultural
 Married to someone else
 Cover paternity

 Cause trouble
 Consequences are low

 Filing a false police report
 Punish partner for rejection



Mike Nifong
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